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T H E  W E Y L  G R O U P  A N D  T H E  N O R M A L I Z E R  OF A C O N D I T I O N A L  
E X P E C T A T I O N  
M. ARGERAMI AND D. STOJANOFF 
We define a discrete group W(E) associated to a faithful normal conditional 
expectation E : M --+ N for N C M yon Neuman algebras. This group shows 
the relation between the unitary group b/N and the normalizer .ME of E, which 
can be also considered as the isotropy of the action of the unitary group ldM of 
M on E. It is shown that W(E) is finite if d i m Z ( N )  < oo and bounded by the 
index in the factor case. Also sharp bounds of the order of W(E) are founded. 
W(E) appears as the fibre of a covering space defined on the orbit of E by the 
natural action of the unitary group of M. W(E) is computed in some basic 
examples. 
1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Let N C_ M be von Neumann algebras and E : M --* N a conditional expectation. 
Denote by b/M the unitary group of M and by .ME the group 
.ME= { uEldM : E ( u x u * ) = u E ( x ) u * , z E M  }, 
called the normalizer of E. The group .ME has been already studied, between other authors, 
by A. Connes ([6]) and Kosaki ([14]) in relation with crossed product inclusions of algebras. 
In [2], [1] and [15] some differential geometric problems were related with the index 
theory of conditional expectations. The paper [15] is devoted to the study of the geometry 
of the orbit of each E E E(M) under the action of/AM given by 
L~E = Ad~ o E o Ad~ 1, for u E ~/M 
where Add(m) = umu*, for u E /tin and m E M. These orbits are models for regular 
homogeneous reductive spaces. Note that the isotropy group for the action L at E is the 
group {u E UM : L~(E) = E}, which is exactly the normalizer .ME- We consider the Jones' 
projection e associated with E. It is a selfadjoint projection in the algebra M1, the extension 
of M by N and E. The orbit 
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is a fibre bundle over the orbit of E, (.OE = {L~(E) : u E UM}~ via the formuta 
(ueu*) m (ueu*) = L,~E(m)(ueu') for m e M and u E NN, 
which gives rise to the map F :  LIM(e) -+ OE given by F(ueu*) = L,,(E). Note that (see [2]) 
?arM(e) is a submanifold of the full orbit of e in/1//1, if and only if the index of E is finite (see 
Definition 4.1 below). 
In case that also N '  cq M _C N, the map F defines a covering space ([2]). Therefore 
the fibre of E is a discrete space denoted by 
In this paper we remove the hypothesis N '  n M C N. We characterize the connected 
components of the group N'E and of T'(E), which is a also a group, in terms of the unitary 
dements of the centralizer of E (see [5] or [9]): 
ME = {x e N '  • M : E(xra) = E ( m x )  for all m e M } .  
Indeed, the connected component of 1 in AlE is the group 
"~'/E : ~ /N " / / /Ms ~- { 1)W : V ~ ///Y and w E b/ME }, 
and the connected component of e in 79(E) is the suborbit of UM(e) defined by the action 
of 7-(E: 
(see Prop. 2.6 and Thin. 4.7). 
Also, Uus(e) is a normal subgroup of 5C'(E). We consider the quotient group 
w ( g )  = P(E)/Uu~(e) ~- Z'E/~E. (1) 
This group, which we call the Weyl group of E, seems to give good information about 
the relation between UN and N' t ,  which is necessary in order to study the geometry of 
the orbit (_9 E. For example, reductive structures can be defined on (DE when M is finite. 
Also a covering space over OE with fibres W ( E )  can be constructed (without the hypotesis 
N ' m  M c__ N). 
In most interesting examples, the information obtained from W ( E )  about the 
inclusion N _C M is poor. For example W ( E )  is trivial if N and M are IIa factors and 
I n d E  < 4 (see Example 6.6). Nevertheless, in the finite index case, the iterated basic 
construction (see [18, 1.2.2]) produces a tower of algebras 
N C M = Mo C M 1 C  M2 C_ . . .  C M,~ C_ . . .  
with finite index conditional expectations E,~ ~ E(M,~,M,~-I), for n >_ 1. Considering 
F,~ E E(M,~, N)  given by F,~ = E o Ez o . . .  o E=, one obtains a tower of finite Weyl groups 
(see 2.9 and 2.10) 
W ( E )  = W(Fo) c_ W ( & )  c_ W(F~) c_ . . .  c_ W(F~) C_ . . .  
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which seems to be a rich invariant for the original inclusion N C_ M and the expectation 
E. Note that the inclusions N C_ M~ don't  verify in general that N ~ N M~ C_ N. Then, in 
order to study the tower of groups one needs to know the properties of the Weyl group for 
inclusions N C_ M which don't  verify that N ~ • M C_ N~ which is the case considered in this 
work. 
The applications of the results of this work in order to study the tower of Weyl 
groups and the geometry and topology of the orbits OE will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
The Weyl group W(E) will be considered with the discrete topology, since this is 
the topology that  makes the isomorphism of (1) bicontinuous (see Prop. 2.6). When M 
is the crossed product of N by a properly outer discrete group of automorphisms, W(E) 
contains the original group. The two groups are isomorphic when G is finite and N is a 
factor. 
If Ind E < ~ and dim(Z(N))  < ee then W(E) is finite (Thm. 5.3). Moreover, if 
N is a factor we show (Thin. 5.4) that, if ]W(Z)I denotes the order of W(E), 
IW(E)I _< inf{A : a ~ r  = I[IndE-1l1-1, 
where Ind E is the operator valued index of E (see [4] or Definition 4.1 below). We also get 
sharp bounds for IW(E)[ in terms of I n d E  and dim(Z(N))  (see Thin. 5.7). 
The Weyl group and the normalizer of E are computed in several examples of 
conditional expectations E. We mention briefly some of them: 
1. (see 6.1) Let 7~ be a factor, and consider the inclusion 
N = 74 ~ C__ 74 *• = M, 
where the conditional expectation E acts by "compression to the diagonal". 
W(E) is the group Sn of permutations of n elements. 
2. (see 6.4) Let N be a factor and consider now the inclusion 
Then 
N C M = N  '~xn, 
with the conditional expectation being the "normalized operator valued trace". Then 
W(E)  consists of a single element and the normalizer of E can be described as 
HE = {(n.alj)ij : n e ldN and (aid) E C ~x~ is unitary}. 
3. (see 6.5) Take a v o n  Neumann algebra N and a discrete group G of outer (and free) 
automorphisms of N, and consider M = N x~ G, with the canonical conditional 
expectation. Then G C W(E). In general W(E) is bigger than G, also when G is 
finite. Nevertheless, when G is finite and N is a factor, one has that G ~- W(E). 
4. (see 6.6) Let N C_ M be II~ factors and E E E(M, N) with Ind E < 4. Then 
(a) If the principal graph is neither of type Aa nor D4, then W(E) is trivial. 
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(b) If Ind E = 2 and the principal graph is of type A3, then W(E)  = ;N2. 
(c) If IndE  = 3 and the principal graph is of type D4, then W(E)  = ~3.  
In Section 2 we define the Weyl group in terms of its action on N by automorphisms 
and we show its basic properties. 
In Section 3 we show the properties of the group 7~(E) and its relation with W(E) 
and the basic construction for E. 
In Section 4 we consider the finite index case, particularly in order to get information 
about the inclusion "P(E) C N' A M1. This study is useful for computing W(E)  in the finite 
index case. 
In Section 5 we get conditions for finiteness of W(E)  and bounds for its order. 
Section 6 is fully dedicated to present examples. In particular there is an example 
where Ind E < o~ but W(E)  is infinite, and also an example where the bound for the order 
of W(E)  obtained in Section 5 is attained. 
2 The group W(E), basic properties and examples,  
Let M be a v o n  Neumann algebra. Denote by L/M the unitary group of M, GM 
the group of its invertible elements and Z(~/ )  the center of M. Denote by E(M) the set 
of faithful normal conditional expectations defined on M onto its subalgebras. Consider the 
action L :  L/M • E(M) --+ E(M),  given by 
L,~E = Ad,, o E o Ad,,, , for t3 C E(M) and u E L/M, 
where Ad,, denotes the inner automorphism of M induced by u. For any E E E(M),  denote 
by OE = {L~E : u G tIM} the orbit of E by this action. In order to study the geometrical 
properties of the orbits OE, we consider, for each E E E(M),  the map 
~ E : U M - + E ( M ) ,  given by ~ E ( u ) = L ~ E ,  UEUM. 
We are interested in characterizing the isotropy of this action. Let N ___ M be a yon 
Neumann subalgebra of M, and E(M, N) the set of faithful normal conditional expectations 
E : M ~ N .  DenoteN e = N ' f q M .  
Definit ion 2.1 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). Denote by AYz 
the group 
AYE = {uELiM : 7rE(U)=E} 
called the normalizer of E. 
The group AYE has been already studied, between other authors, by A. Connes ([6]) 
and Kosaki ([14]) in relation with crossed product inclusions of algebras. 
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It is clear that  ?tiN is contained in HE. In some cases (see example 6.6) these two 
groups coincide. On the other hand, if u E HE, then uNu" = N (the converse of this 
property is true only when N '  N M G M ([6, 1.5.6])). Indeed, this can be easily seen using 
that for all v E b/M, the image of Lv(E) is vNv*. 
In order to characterize HE, we consider the map 
Ad]y : NE --+ Aut(N).  
Here, for each u E HE, we denote by Ad~ the inner automorphisms defined by u on M, but 
restricted to N. That  is, Add(n) = unu*, for n E N and u ~ HE. In order to study the 
relationship between HN and HE, we consider the composition of AdIN with the canonical 
projection from Aut(N)  onto the quotient group Out(N) = A u t ( N ) / I n n ( N ) ,  where Inn(N)  
is the group of inner automorphisms of N: 
Def in i t i on  2.2 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras and E C E ( M , N ) .  Denote by 
PE : HE ~ Out(N) the group homomorphism given by 
pE(u) = [Ad~] = Ad~ 9 Inn(N)  , for u e ArE. 
We can now define a Weyl group of E: 
Def in i t i on  2.3 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). We denote by 
W(E)  the group pE(AfE) and call it the W e y l  g r o u p  of the expectation E. We consider on 
W(E)  the discrete topology. 
R e m a r k  2.4 It is well known (see [t2, 10.5.73]) that if we consider on Aut(N)  the norm 
topology (as linear operators on N),  then the quotient topology induced on Out(N) is 
discrete. Therefore the map PE of 2.2 is continuous when the norm topology is considered 
on HE. 
Def in i t ion  2.5 Denote by 
ME = { x e N '  N M : E ( zm)  = E(mz)  for all m C M } ,  
named the "centralizer" of E in the literature ([5] or [9]). ME is a yon Neumann algebra 
since E is normal. Denote by "HE the group 
"HE = UN "UMB = { v w  : v E U N and W E HME}. 
It is easy to see that "HE is connected, since ~"/ME is the unitary group of the von Neumann 
algebra ME. Also "HE is a closed (in norm) subgroup of HE. 
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.6 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras, E C E(M, N) and PE as in 2.2. 
Then ker(pE) = "HE and fiE induces the isomorphism 
~ : HE/"HE -~ W ( E )  
which is an hom eomorphism when considered N'E/"HE with the quotient topology of the norm 
topology of N'E. 
Moreover, the connected component of.hiE at any u E N'E is exactly u.`HE. The 
distance between different connected components is greater than 1. 
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Pro@ Let u E ker(pE). Then there exists v E HN such that  Ad~IN = Ad~. Hence uv* E 
N e N HE. It is easy to see that  N e A HE = ~'~MN- Therefore ker(pE) = 7-{~, since the other 
inclusion is clear. 
This proves that  ~5 is a group isomorphism. Easy computations show that ,  if u, v E 
N'E, then 
IIAd~IN - Ad~INII < I : : ~ l l  < 2111 - u'vii  = 21]u - ~ll, 
where 5..~ denotes the inner derivation of M given by 5~.~(x) = xu*v - u*vx, for z E M. It 
is well known that  if two automorphisms of N lie at (norm) distance less than 2, then their 
images in Out(N) coincide. We can deduce that  if pE(u) 7 ~ pE(v) then I1~ - vii _> 1. Using 
that  the group 7-@ is connected, we have that  each set u.7-{~ is open, closed and connected, 
and the proof is complete [] 
R e m a r k  2.7 In order to characterize H~,  it is enough to kwow HN, HME and W(E).  On 
the other hand, the group W(E)  is an invariant for the conditional expectat ion E. Moreover, 
the characterization of the connected component of 1 in HE as the group 7-@ is important  
in order to s tudy the geometrical properties of the orbit OE. Part icular ly  the existence of 
reductive structures (see [3]). 
The following proposit ion shows that  if we "sum inclusions" we get the sum of their 
Weyl groups. We will use this result later in order to get bounds for the order of the Weyl 
group. 
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.8 Let N C M be von Neumann algebras and E E E(M,  N). Suppose that 
p~,. . . ,p~ are orthogonal projections in Z (N)  A Z (M)  such that ~iPi = 1. Let Ei : piM ---+ 
piN be given by Ei = EIp~M. Then Ei E E(p~M, piN) for all 1 < i < n and 
Pro@ The basic idea of the proof is the following: since for 1 < i < % p; E Z ( N )  N Z(M) ,  
all the elements of M are "diagonal" with respect to the projections pi. Then we shall see 
that 
n n HE ~ @i=~J~E, and ~E --~ Oi=I~E, 
where the isomorphism is just taking the diagonal entries of the unitaries considered in both 
cases. Using these facts, our s tatement  follows by elementary theory of groups. 
Easy calculations show that  for all 1 < i < n, 
Ei E E(piM, piN) , N'E, = piNE and ~-{Ei : Pi']-(E. 
These facts need several verifications to be proved (pi(N' N M) = (piN)' N piM, piME = 
(piM)E~, etc). But all are apparent  using that  all Pi E Z (N)  • Z ( M )  and then E(rn) = 
~ i  Ei(plm), for all rn E M. This shows that  the map 
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is well defined and maps ?'/E into | Injectivity and surjectivity in both cases is also 
easy to see. For example,  if ul 9 . . .  @ u~ E @idYE~, then u = ~ ; u i  ff D/M and, for m E M, 
E(umu*) = ~_, Ei(piumu*) = ~ E~(u~pimu~.) = ~ uiE,(pim)u~. = uE(m)u*, 
i i i 
and u E dYE, proving surjectivity. Surjectivity al the level of "HE is easier and injectivity is 
trivial. [] 
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.9 Let N C L C M be yon Neumann algebras, Eo E E(M, L), E E E(L, N) 
and F = E o E o C  E(M,N).  Then 
J~E  : ./~fF f"l L and ~]'~E : "}-[F N L 
and therefore 
W(E) C W(F), 
where the inclusion means that W(E) is naturally isomorphic to a subgroup of W(F). 
Proof. It is clear using that  F]L = E, that  dy/~ N L C dye and 7-@ n L _ 7~E. On the other 
hand, let u E A/E, and m E M. Then u E L and 
r ( ~ u * )  = E ( U E o ( ~ ) u ' )  = uE(E0(.~))~" = ~ F ( ~ ) u * ,  
hence u E N'F. Similarly one shows that  LE = MFNL. Therefore "HE = "HFAL = "HpAdyE. 
Finally, the inclusion dYE ~ AfF induces the natural  isomorphism 
w ( E )  ___ dY~/~s = dY~/("Hr a dYE) ~ dY~/~F -~ w ( F )  
[] 
R e m a r k  2.10 Let N _C M be II1 factors and E C /~ '(M,N) of finite index. In the most 
interesting examples the information one gets from W(E) about this inclusion is poor. For 
example W(E) is t r ivial  if Ind E <"4 (see Example 6.6). But the i terated basic construction 
produces a tower of factors 
NCMC_M 1 GM2C_... CM~ C_... 
and a sequence of conditional expectations En E E(M~, M~-I) ,  where we can redefine M = 
M0, N = M-1 and E = E0 to have a coherent notation. These expectat ions verify that  
IndBDHE~ = IndEn  = I n d E  for all n C / N  (see 4.1 for definitions). 
Consider Fn C E(Mn,M_I) given by F~ = E 0 o E 1  o . . . o E ~ .  Then IndF~ = 
I n d E  ~+1 < oo. Note tha t  F~+I = F~ o E~+I. Therefore, using Proposit ion 2.9, we obtain a 
tower of Weyl groups 
w ( E )  = W ( r o )  c_ W(F~) c_ W(F~) c . . .  c_ W(F,d  c_ . . .  
which seems to be a reach invariant for the original inclusion N C M and the expectat ion 
E. Note that  the inclusions N _ M,, verify that  N ~ N M~ # @. Then, in order to s tudy 
the tower of groups one needs to know the properties of the Weyl group for non irreducible 
inclusions or, in general, inclusions N ___ M which don' t  verify that  N c __C_ N. 
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R e m a r k  2.11 Let N C_ M C_ B(H) be von Neumann algebras where H is a separable 
Hilbert  space and let F E E(M, N). Denote by 
Z : { N  u HFy ' .  
Clearly N C_ L C_ M and we can consider E = FIL 6 E(L,N).  Then there exists s E 
E(M, L) such tha t  F = E o s and using Proposit ion 2.9 one deduces that  
w(E) ~_ w(~). 
Indeed, let r be a faithful normal state (or semifinite weight) on N and ~b = r o F the 
corresponding state on M. Then the modular  group of ~p leaves HE and N invariant, since it 
commutes with F .  Then, by Takesaki theorem (see [19]), there exists a unique Eo E E(M, L) 
such that  ~b o Eo = ~P. But then both E o E0 a n d / 7  are ~p invariant and must coincide by 
the unicity assertin of the above mentioned Takesaki theorem. 
It would be reasonable to hope, since the full Weyl group is "contained" in L, that  
W(Eo) were trivial. Nevertheless this is not true, as can be easily seen by regarding the 
fixed algebra of a factor M by a finite outer group of automorphisms. 
3 T h e  g r o u p  79(.E) 
Let N C_ M be von Neumann algebras and E E E(M,  N).  We assume the existence 
of a (fixed) faithful normal state ~ on N, and consider the faithful normal state c 2 = ~b o E 
on M .  
Consider M and N with their GNS representation given by the state r acting on 
the t t i lbert  space L2(M,T). Define the Jones'  projection e to be the ortogonal projection 
with range L2(N,~b) considered as a subspace of L2(M,T). We also consider the Basic 
Construction for e, the algebra M1 = {M, e}", the yon Neumann algebra generated by M 
and e in L(L2(M, r This definition of e and M1 is equivalent to the common "bimodule" 
aproach (see [4] or [9]), but  seems to be more simple for our purposes. 
R e m a r k  3.1 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). Then the Jones' 
projection e associated with E satisfies the usual properties (see, for example, [8, 3.6.1], [18, 
1.1.3] or [2, 1.1]): 
1. For a E M, eae = E(a)e. 
2. I v =  {~} 'n M.  
3. If a E M, ae = 0 implies a = 0. 
4. x ~-e xe is a *-isomorphism from N onto r 
5. The subalgebra Mo = M + MeM is ultraweakly dense in M1 
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Denote by / / / M ( e )  = { u e t t *  : u E UM}, the orbit of e by the action of UM by 
conjugation. It is proved in [2] that blM(e) is a submanifold of the full unitary orbit of e in 
M1, if and only if the index of E is finite (see Definition 4.1 below). 
Consider the map rc~ : btM -* blM(e) given by rr~(u) = ueu*, for u E/AM. The orbit 
gtM(e) is a fibre bundle over the orbit Os  of E via the map 
F : UM(r ~ OE 
defined as follows: given u E blM and p = ueu* E NM(e) we denote by F(p) the unique 
element of E(M)  such that  
F(p)(m)p = prop for all m E M. 
Indeed, we have the following commutative diagram: 
.a- e 
UM , b/(e) 
OE 
(2) 
R e m a r k  3.3 Let N C M be von Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). Then 
1. The group/tiN is a normal subgroup of N'E. Also the map rr~[arE :A/'E --+ P(E),  is onto 
and verifies that given u, v E HE, rr~(u) = rc~(v) iff uv* E UN. Then it induces on 
P(E)  a group structure. Indeed the product is defined by 
~(~ ) .  ~ ( v )  = ~o(~v) ,  
for u, v E HE. Note that as a group 
(3) 
p(E) ~_ /E/UN (4) 
In case that E has finite index (see 4.1) it is proved in [2] that the the map ~r~ has local 
cross sections. So that this isomorphism is also an homeomorphism when considering 
NM(e) with the norm topology of MI and N'E/ldN with the topology induced by the 
norm topology of HE. 
2. Since e E N '  ~ M1 and for u E .ALE, uNu* = N and uN'u* = N', we can easily deduce 
that 
7)(E) _ N' n M1. (5) 
Def in i t ion  3.2 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). Denote by "P(E) 
the set 
~ ( E )  = { ~ *  : u e HE} .  
This set is the fibre of the fibration F of diagram (2) over E. 
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3. If N c _ N,  then 
P(E) _~ W ( E ) .  (6) 
Indeed, since ME C N c C__ N,  we have 7-@ = HN and it must  be go(E) = W(E)  by 1 
and Proposi t ion 2.6. 
4. Since HN is a normal subgroup of ~ s ,  we have that  
a%/UN 
w(E)  ~_ H. /~E ~- ~ / U N  ~- ~'(E)/(~/UN),  (7) 
where "]-~E/I..(N is a subgroup of g~ In other words, the Weyl group W(E)  is always 
a quotient of the fibre 70(E). Note that  7-gE/HN can be identified with the orbit 
{ueu* : u E ~E} .  In the finite index case we shall see that  this orbit  is exactly the 
connected component of c in go(E). Therefore the group W(E)  can be identified in 
this case with the set of connected components of the fibre go(E). 
Let p E go(E) and u E HE such that  p = ueu*. T h e n p e  = uE(u')e. In order to 
study the propert ies of pe we need the following Lemma: 
L e m m a  3.4 Let N G M be yon Neumann algebras and E 6 E(M, N) and u E A/'E. Then 
I, uE(u*) ~ Ms. 
2. uE(u*) = E(u*)u. 
3. Z(u)E(u ' )  6 Z (N) .  
4. If  Nc C_ N, then uE(u*) is a projection in Z (N)  and 
uE(u*) : E(u*)u = E(u)E(u*) : E(u*)E(u) = u*E(u) = E(u)u* 
Proof. Let b E N. Then 
Since u*Nu = N and e E N ' ,  we have 
So that  by 3 of Remark  3.t,  uE(u*) E N c. To prove 2, note that  
uE(u*) = uE(u*)u% = E(uu*u*)u = E(u*)u. 
3) is obvious since E ( N  c) = N '  C] N : Z(N) .  Let us prove 1. If x E M, using 2 and 3, we 
have 
E(uE(u*)x) = E(E(u*)ux) = E(u*)E(ux) = E(u*)uE(xu)u* 
= z ( x ~ ) E ( ~ - )  = E ( x ~ E ( ~ * ) ) .  
To see 4, note that  in the case N c C N we have uE(u*) E N, so it has to be 
E(uE(u*)) = uE(u*), and the assertion follows easily from the preceeding propert ies [] 
R e m a r k  3.5 I tem 4 in the preceeding lemma is stated in Connes work [6, 1.5.5], where he 
also notes that  if N c C N,  thenuNu* = N implies that  u E HE. 
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4 T h e  f i n i t e  i n d e x  c a s e  
Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and E : M --~ N be a conditional expectation. 
E is said to have f ini te  i ndex  (and writen Ind E < co) if one of the following three equivalent 
conditions hold (see, for example, [18]): 
1. There exists 0 < K 6/ i~ such that  the linear map K E  - Id is positi~'e on M. 
2. There exists 0 < L E ~ such that  the linear map L E  - f d  is c o m p l e t e l y  pos i t ive  
on M. 
3. There exists a N-quasi basis {mk}keK for M such that EkeK mk converges (see [4, 
1.6], [20, 1.2.2] or [18, 1.1.4] for the definition of N-quasi basis). 
In this case E is faithful and normal, that  is E 6 E ( M ,  N).  
Def in i t ion  4.1 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and E : M ~ N be a conditional 
expectation such that  Ind E < e~. We define the two notions of index of E (see [4, 3.6] or 
[18, 1.1.5]): 
1. The i ndex  of  E: 
IndBDH]E : E mkm~ 6 GZ(M), 
k 
where {mk}k is a N quasi basis of the algebra M and GZ(M) is the invertible group of 
Z ( M ) .  
2. The probabilistic (or weak) index: 
I n d E  = i n f { K > 0 : K E - I d > _ 0 }  
= inf{I( > 0:  KI[E(a)I [ > ]lall , V 0 _< a ~ M }  
Now we will study the properties of 7)(E) related with the index. In the next 
Proposition we prove that all the projections in P ( E )  behave like the Jones projection: 
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.2 Let N C M be von Neumann algebras and E ~ E ( M ,  N) .  Let p E P(E) ,  
then 
1. I f  we replace e by p, the properties 1 through 5 of Remark 2.1 are satisfied. 
2. I f I n d E  < oo then Ilxll <_ (IndE)l/21tzpl I for  every x 6 M .  
3. Ind E < oo i f  and only if  Mlp  = Mp.  
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Pro@ 1) If p = w e w  ~ and w E HE, then 
pxp = wew*xwew*  = w E ( w * x w ) e w *  = 
: w *E(z)we * : E(x)p 
Let a : N ~ eMle he the isomorphism of Remark 3.1, given by c~(z) = xe for z E N. Put 
p = wew* with w E HE, then for x E N, 
xp = xwew* = w ( w * z w e ) w *  = d d ( w )  o a o dd (w*) ( z ) ,  
where Ad(w) (a )  = waw*. Note that A d ( w ) ( e M l e )  = pMlp .  The other properties of p are 
clear. 
2) follows by rephrasing the proof of Prop 2.2 of [2]: 
Ilmpll 2 = Ilpz*xpll = IIE(x*x)pll = IIE(x*z)II 
_> ( I n d E ) - l l l x * x l l  = (Ind )-lllxll 2 
The last i tem is stated and proved in [2] [] 
D e f i n i t i o n  4.3 Let N C M be von Neumann algebras and E C E ( M ,  N ) .  Denote by 
M E = {x  C M :  E ( x a )  = E ( a x ) , V a  E M } ,  
the f ixed a l g e b r a  of the expectation E. Note that since E is normal, M ~ is avon  Neumann 
subalgebra of M. 
E x a m p l e  4.4 Let N C_ M be von Neumann algebras and E E E ( M ,  N ) .  Suppose that M 
is finite and %b a trace on N such that %O = r o E is also a trace. Then the expectation E is 
"becarre" (see [9]), that is 
M ~ = N c and then also ME = N c. 
However, both inclusions between M E and N e can be seen to be false in very easy examples. 
P r o @  Let x C M E, y, z C M ,  b E N .  We need to prove that x conmutes with b. We have 
%o((xb - bx)y) = %o(xby) - %o(bxy). 
But 
%o(bxy) = %o(E(bxy)) = %o(bE(xy)) = ~,(bE(yx)) = ~(byx) 
And then, using that %o is a trace, we obtain that %o(byx) = %o(xby). Therefore %o((xb-bx)y) = 
0 for all y E M, and x belongs to Nq On the other hand, if z E N c, we have 
%o(E(xy - yx)z) = %o((xy - yx)E(z))  = %o(xyE(z)) - %o(yxE(z)). 
Using that x ~ N '  and that ~ is a trace, we obtain that ~ ( E ( x y  - y z ) z )  = 0 foral] z E M, 
so that E ( x y )  = E ( y x )  for every y E M, and then x belongs to M E. [] 
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L e m m a  4.5 Let N C_ M be von Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N) with Ind E < ec. If 
p 6 7~(E), q = upu* with u 6 .ME, and [[p - qll < Ind E -~/~, then uE(u') is invertible, and 
q = vpv* with v C NM~. 
Pro@ 
ill - uE(u*)l ] <_ IndEa/Zt[(1 - uE(u*))p] l 
= IndE1/e]]p- upu*pl 1 
= IndE1/211(P - q)pll 
<- IndE1/2l[P- qJ] < 1, 
therefore uE(u*) E GM and E(u*) E GN. Now take v as the uni tary part  in the polar 
decomposition of uE(u*), v = Pu(uE(u*)). It is clear by 1 of 3.4 that  v belongs to N c. We 
shali see that  v is also in M E and that  it implements q. 
By the uniqueness of the polar decomposition, we have that  
and Pu(E(u*)) lies in N,  so that  it commutes with e. Note that  by 3.4 u commutes with 
E(u*) and E(u*) is normal,  so u commutes with Pu(E(u*)). Now let x C M,  then 
= Pu(E(u*))uZ(xu)u* = vE(xu)u* = E(xu)u*v 
= E(zu)Pu(E(u*)) = E(xv), 
then v E M E. Since E(u*) is invertible, Pu(E(u*)) E NN. Therefore v C ~A(Mz and 
q = ~p~* = ~Pv(E(~*))*pPu(E(~ ' ) )~* = ,p~* 
[] 
D e f i n i t i o n  4.6 Let N _C M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). From now on 
P(E)p will denote the connected component of p in P(E).  
T h e o r e m  4.7 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M, N). Then Ind E < cc 
implies 
~(E)~  = U ~ ( p )  := { ~ H :  ~ ~ ~ E }  
and the distance between different connected components of T)( E) is greater than Ind E -~/2. 
Pro@ lJ~(p)  is connected, since HE is connected and the map 7r~ of 3.3 is continuous. So 
it is clear that  Nn~(p) _C P(E)p. 
To prove the reverse inclusion note that  by Lemma 4.5, Uric(p) is open in P ( E ) .  
But since the orbits of the action o f / 4 ~  on P ( E )  are all open and lie at distance greater 
than Ind E -1/2, 1.4xz(p) is also closed in P(E) [] 
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4 . 1  P ( E )  a s  a s u b s e t  o f . N '  M M1 
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.8 Let N C_ M be von Neumann algebras and E E E ( M , N ) .  
Ind E < oo. Then N is a factor if and only if e is minimal in N'  M M1. 
Suppose 
Pro@ If N is not a factor, let q be u non trivial projection in Z(N) .  then qe is a proper 
subprojection of e in N'  M M1. 
Suppose now that N is a factor. Let p a projection in N'  (? 341 with p < e. Then 
pe = ep = p. Since I n d E  is finite, by Prop. 4.2 we know that Mle = Me.  Therefore there 
exists q E M such that p = pe = qe. Then, 
E(q)e = eqe = epe = p = qe, 
proving that q E N. Moreover, q is also a projection: 
q2e-= (qe)2--=p2=qe, so that q2=q,  
q*e = (qe)* = p* = p = qe, so that q* = q. 
If b E N,  qbe = qeb = pb = bp = bqe. Therefore q E Z(N) .  Then, since N is a factor, q is a 
scalar, s o q = 0 o r  q =  1 [] 
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.9 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M,  N) .  Suppose that 
N is a factor. Then pq = 0 for every pair p,q of projections lying in different connected 
components of 79(E). 
Proof. By unitary conjugation we can suppose that q = e. Now, assuming that p = ueu*, 
with u E A/E, we have 
pe = ueu*e = 'uF_,(u*)e. 
If pe r O, then uE(u*) is not zero, so E(u*) r 0. But E(u)E(u*)  E Z ( N )  = C, so E(u*) and 
uE(u*) are invertible. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 (but without the hipotesys 
of finite index), we have that p E L/~E(e ) = P(E)~ [] 
The study of P ( E )  is simpler when it is verified that N e C IV (for example for 
reasonable crossed products). Next theorem shows that this happens iff 'P(E) _C Z( N '~ M~ ) .  
T h e o r e m  4.10 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and E E E(M,  N) .  Then 
I. I f I n d E  < oc and N c C N,  then "P(E) ~ Z(N'C~ M1). 
2. I f P ( E )  C Z ( N ' M  M1) then N c C_ N.  
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Pro@ First ofai1 note that  for the first implication it is enough to prove that  e 6 Z(N' f~M~).  
Indeed, in that case, if x E N '  (? M1 and u C HE, then 
since uN'u* = N t. in order to prove that e E Z ( N  ~ 0 M1)~ we will show that  it equals its 
central carrier C~ in that algebra. First note that (NrM M~)e = (Ne)e. Indeed, one inclusion 
is clear. For the other let x 6 N '  C? M~. As I n d E  < 0% Mle = Me (see [2]), so there exists 
a E M such that xe = ae. But a is also in N',  because if b C N, 
abe = aeb = xeb = bxe = bae, 
so that a C N'.  Then we have 
(co) = [(N'N M~)eL2(M,p)J 
= [(Ne)L2(N, r 
C_ [NL2(N,r = L2(N,r  
= R(e), 
(Using that N e C N) 
thus proving that C~ _< e, that is C~ = e. Now suppose that N c is not contained 
in N, so there is an a E N e with a not in N, i.e. a - E ( a )  is not zero. If we c a l l ( t h e  
generating and separating vector for M in L~(M, c2) , then the vector (a - E(a))~ belongs 
to R(C~) but  it does not belong to R(e), thus proving that e cannot be equal to its central 
carrier, so that it is not central [] 
R e m a r k  4.11 Part 1 of Theorem 4.10 and neccesity part in Proposition 4.8 are stated in 
[17, 1.9] for the II1 factor case, using strongly the existence of a trace. 
5 W h e n  is  W(E) f i n i t e ?  
The notion of index is related with the number of elements in W ( E ) ,  as we wiI1 see 
below. It is natural  to hope that W ( E )  is finite if Ind E < oe. But we shall see that the 
order of W ( E )  depends both of Ind E and d im(Z(N)) .  In particular we will also show that 
W ( E )  can be infinite even if Ind E < oc. We first study the case when d im(Z(N))  < ee. 
R e m a r k  5.1 Let N _ M be yon Neumann algebras and E : M --+ N be a conditional 
expectation with I n d E  < oo. It is well known ([18, 1.1.2], [4, 3.19]) that 
d im(Z(M) )  < oo ,~  d im(Z(N))  < oo r d im(N c) < oo. 
L e m m a  5.2 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras and let E : M ---, N be a conditional 
expectation with Ind E < oo. Then 
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1. There exists E~ C E(M~,M) such that El(e) = (IndBDHE) -1, where IndBDHE E 
Z ( M )  and is invertibIe. 
2. E1 has finite index. 
3. / f  d im(Z(N))  < ec then dim(N'  C? M~) < oc. 
Pro@ The first two assertions are proved in [4, 3.8] (see also [18, 1.2]). To prove 3) consider 
E2 = E o E1 C E(M1, N). Clearly 
Ind E2 _< Ind E Ind E1 < ec. 
Therefore IndE2 < oo and dim(N'  V/M1) < oc [] 
T h e o r e m  5.3 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras with dim(Z(N))  < ~ and E M --+ N 
a conditional expectation with Ind E < ec. Then W(E)  is finite. 
Pro@ Recall from Proposition 3.3 that P(E)  C N'  A M~ which has finite dimension by 
Lemma 5.2. Then the unit ball of N '  ~ M1 is compact and can not have infinitely many 
subsets with a fixed positive distance between eachother. Therefore P(E)  could have just 
finitely many connected components (by Theorem 4.7) and W(E)  must be finite [] 
5.1 B o u n d s  for  [W(E)[~ 
T h e o r e m  5.4 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras. Suppose that N is a factor and 
E : M ---* N a conditional expectation with finite index. Then 
IW(E)l < inf{A : A C r = II(IndBDHE)-IH -1. 
Proof. Let u, v E HE. Using Proposition 4.9 we have that [u] = [v] in W(E)  if E(u*v) ~ O. 
Take di~erent classes [ul] , . . . ,  [un] in W(E) and consider q~ = ~e~:  e ~ (E)  for 1 < i < ~ 
Therefore E(u~uj) = 0 if i ~ j and {qi}l<i<n is an orthogonal family of projections in "P(E). 
Consider the conditional expectation E1 of Lemma 5.2. Note that ~i~=1 q~ < 1, then 
n 
1 > E I ( E  q~) = E ~(q~) = ~ ( I n d ~ . E )  -~, 
i=l i=1 
since IndB. .Z  ~ Z(M) a~d so Z~(p) = ( I ~ d . ~ . E )  -~ for p ~ ~ (E) .  Thns ~ < IndB~.~  
(as operators) ~nd IW(E)I _< I I ( M ~ . E ) - l l l  -~. 
R e m a r k  5.5 Let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras and E : M ---* N be a conditional 
e• with I n d E  < ~ .  Then (see [7]) 
IIInd.DHE[I < [ IndE ] IndE, 
where [x] denotes the entire part of x C /R. This gives an estimation in terms of the 
probabilistic index for the order of W(E)  when N is a factor. 
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The main purpose of what follows is to show that, in the finite dimensional center 
and finite index case, sharp bounds can be found for the number of elements in W(E).  It 
will also show some of the internal structure of the inclusion N C M. 
So let N C_ M be yon Neumann algebras. Let E E E(M, N) with Ind E < oc, and 
n = d i m Z ( N )  < oc. Let P l , . . . ,P~  be the minimal central projections of N. Define the 
algebra 
Mo = Z(N) '  n M. 
It is clear that  N ~ Mo C_ M. Consider the conditional expectations Ea : M --~ Me and 
F : M0 --+ N given by 
~z 
Eo(x) = Ep i xp i ,  x E M and F = ElM o, 
i = 1  
It is clear that  both E0 and F are faithful and normal. 
The set {Pl , . . .  ,p~} is stable by automorphisms of N, so each automorphism of N 
induces a permutation of the indices. Then, define 
s :  x E  --, & (8) 
by S(u) = Adul{p~,...,p~). That means that S(u) = cr if up~u ~ = P~(0 for 0 < i < n. 
R e m a r k  5,6 We have 
ker S = HE N M0 = N'E 
and 
IN'El ker S I _< n!. 
It is also easy to see that "HE = 7@, then 
ker S /~E  = H F / ~ E  ~-- W(F) .  
Note that both A/'F C_ N'E and W(F)  C_ W(E)  are normal subgroups. By elementary group 
theory, 
- H ~ / ~  - W ( E) / W ( F) .  
Therefore, 
IW(E)[ _< n!l kerS /~z l  = n!IW(F)I,  (9) 
T h e o r e m  5.7 Let N C M be yon Neumann algebras, n = d i m Z ( N )  < o% and E E 
E ( M , N )  with I n d E  < oo. Let p l , . . . ,p~  be the minimal projections of Z (N) .  Let Mo = 
Z(N) '  C? M. Then 
IW(E)l <_ n! IW(EIMo)I <_ n! YI~=all(IndBDHEd-~ll -~ < n!KL 
where Ei = Elp~Mp~ and K = sup~<i_<~ ]I(IndBDHEi)-~]] -a. This inequality is sharp. 
Proof. The inequality follows easily from Remark 5.6 and Proposition 2.8 (note that Z(N)  C 
Z(Mo) and 2.8 applies). We will show that the equality can be realized in example 6.2. [] 
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6 Examples 
In this section we mention some examples of inclusions of yon Neumann algebras in which 
it is not difficuIt to calculate the normalizer HE and the group W ( E ) .  
6 . 1  P R O J E C T I N G  T O  T H E  D I A G O N A L  
Let ~ be a factor, and consider the inclusion 
N = 7r ~ _C ~n• = M, 
where the conditional expectat ion E acts by "compression to the diagonal". Then W ( E )  
is the group $~ of permutat ions of n elements, so it has n! elements. Indeed, the map 
S : W ( E )  -+ • of equation (8) becomes clearly a group isomorphism. 
6.2 MAXIMAL ORDER F O R  W(E) 
Let B be a factor and Go a finite group of outer automorphisms of B. Let E0 : B x ~ Go --* B 
be the canonical expectat ion and let n C/iV. Consider the inclusion 
s ~ c_ (B • CoF • 
with the expectat ion E given by E((a~,j);,j) = e~Eo(a~). Then 
IW(E) l  = ~! laol" .  
Indeed, in this example the map S of equation (8) is surjective, because one can 
achieve every permuta t ion  of the set of minimal diagonal projections ( that  is, minimal 
projections of the center of B ~) by matrices with scalar entries, which belongs to HE. 
Using example 6.5 below, we know that  Ind E~ = [W(E~)] = la01, because every inclusion 
p iB  C_E, p i (B  • G0)~X'~Pi is a factor inclusion isomorphic to B ---E0 13 x~ Go. The equality 
follows by using 5.6 and 2.8. 
6.3 AN INFINITE CASE 
Here we show that ,  even if Ind E < oo, the group W ( E )  can be infinite. Let A be an abelian 
infinite dimensional yon Nenmann algebra and consider the inclusion N = A G A  C_ M = A 2x2 
as diagonal matrices,  with the expectat ion 
0,21 0"22 0 0,22 ' 
Let p be a project ion in A. Consider the matr ix  
uv = 1 - p  p " 
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It is easy to see that  up C_ ,ARE. Since N'  A M = N we know by 3.3.3 that 7-{E = tiN. 
Straightforward computations show that if p and q are projections in A, then upuq E ttN 
iff p = q. Therefore the classes of p and q agree in W(E) iff p -- q. Since A is infinite 
dimensional, we deduce that W(E) is infinite. 
Note that this example can be regarded as a cross product inclusion of algebras. 
Indeed, the ~ 2  action on N given by the permutation of the two coordinates produces a 
cross product algebra isomorphic to M. The unitary of M which implements the permutation 
is the matrix ( 0 1 automorphism \ I 0 ] " 
6.4 THE TRACE 
Let N be a factor and consider now the inclusion 
N __ M = N nx~, 
with the conditional expectation being the "normalized operator valued trace". Then W(E) 
consists of a single element. 
In order to prove this fact, note that N c consists of the matrices with entries in @. 
Moreover, since the entries of matrices of M and N c commute and E is trace like, we deduce 
that ME = N c. 
On the other hand N is a factor and by Proposition 4.9 we have that if u E AYE and 
[u] r 1 in I/V(E) then E(u) = 0. Let A be a unitary scalar matrix in N e = ME. If E(ud) 
were not zero, it should be [uA] = 1 and so [u] : 1 
In other words, if u C AYE and [u] r 1, then E(uA) = 0 for every unitary scalar 
matr ix  A. This means that 
n 
= o.  
i = 1  k = l  
Choosing the matrix A to be the identity and the identity with the last sign changed, it 
appears that u ~  = 0. Changing the other signs we can show that all the diagonal must be 
null. But we can also choose for A the permutat ion matrices, so every entry of u can be 
shifted to belong to the diagonal and so u must be zero, a contradiction. Therefore W(E) 
is the trivial group. 
We proved that  AYE = ~ E  and ME = N c. Therefore the normalizer of E can be 
described as 
AYE = 7-{E = { ( n . a i j ) i j  : n E t i N  and (a i j )  C @~x~ is unitary}. 
6.5 DISCRETE CROSSED PROD,CTS 
This example is mostly the one that justifies the introduction of the group W(E) (see 
[6] and [14]). Take a yon Neumann algebra N and a discrete group G of outer (and free) 
automorphisms of N, and consider M = N x ~ G, with the canonical conditional expectation. 
Then G c_ W(E). Indeed, it is well known that N c = Z(N). Hence 7~E = tiN. Denote 
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by ), : G --~ UM the canonical representation of G in M, Then, since for all g E U, Ad~ 
commutes with E, we have that 
Moreover, if 9, h 6 G and A~A~ = Agh-1 E "HE = / / /N  then g h-1 ff Inn(N)  and it must be 
g = h. Therefore the map 02 : G --+ W(E)  given by 
r  ~E,  for g ~ a ,  
is an injective homomorphism. 
In general W(E)  is bigger than G, also when G is finite. Indeed, in the example 6.1, 
the algebra M can be seen as a crossed product of N by the action of the integers modulo 
n, but in this case W(E)  ~_ ,S~ (see also example 6.3). Nevertheless, when G is finite and N 
is a factor, one has that G "~ W(E) .  
Indeed, for every g E G we denote by ,~g the corresponding unitaries in M. It is 
well known (see [4], 3.7.1) that  the set (As)gea is a quasi basis for M and 
1. EgeG A;eAg = 1. 
2. E( l ;Ah)  = 5gh for 9, h E G. 
3. ]GI = ~gEa AgA~ = IndBz)arE = Ind E. 
It is also well known that N e = Z ( N )  and then W(E)  ~- "P(E). As in 6.5, ),g C HE, 
g ff G. Then we have a set of projections {AgeA~}g ff 7~(E), pairwise orthogonal (by 2.), with 
sum 1 (by 1.). By 4.8 and 4.10, the elements of 7~(E) are minimal projections of N '  ~ M~ 
and they are central. Then 
W(E)  ~_ P ( E )  = {A, eA;L~~ 
Therefore the map p : G -+ W(E)  given by p(g) = AgeA~ defines the natural isomorphism. 
In this case also 
I n d E  = 1G[ = IW(E)[. 
6.6 INCLUSIONS OF II~ FACTORS WITH Ind E < 4 
Let N C_ M be II1 factors and E C E ( M , N )  with I n d E  < 4. Taking into account that 
N is a factor and therefore N ~ = C <_C_ N (see [8, 3.6.2(c)]), we know by Remark 3.3.3 that 
W(E)  = P(E) .  By Proposition 4.9 we also know that the elements of P(E)  are orthogonal 
projections. Analysing as usual the principal graph obtained from the derived tower (see for 
instance [8, 4.6]), we know that the center of N~ := N '  A M~ has dimension two or three. 
Assume that it is two. Then, by Theorem 4.10, the center of N~ consists of elements of the 
form 
Ae + #(1 - e), 
with A,# E C and e the Jones projection . So, if 7~(E) were not trivial, there must exist 
u f f H E  with 1 - e = u e u * , s o  
e + ueu* : 1. 
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Using the conditional expectation EM : M1 --+ M given by the basic construction, 
we have that 
1 = EM(1) = EM(e + ueu*) = 2(IndBDHE) -~, 
so that 
Ind E = IndBDH E = 2. 
By the preceedlng discussion, we are allowed to consider three cases: 
1. I n d E  < 4 and  pr inc ipa l  g raph  of t y p e  ne i ther  As nor  D4: This is the case 
considered in the discussion before, so that we have proved that W(E) is trivial. 
2. I ndE  = 2 (pr inc ipa l  g raph  of t y p e  A3): It is well known in this case, by Goldman's 
theorem, that 
M = N x~ ~Z2, 
so by Example 6.5 it is W(E) = ~ .  
3. IndE  = 3 wi th  pr inc ipa l  g raph  of t y p e  D4: In this case Z(N' N M~) has three 
orthogonal projections, and by Example 6.5, this the situation when 
M = N x,~ 53 ,  
so that 
W(E) = ~ s -  
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